In this paper I propose an analysis of stress in Munster Irish which builds on two important premises. First, I argue for a distinction between the notion 'head of a constituent' and the notion of 'stress': these are separate entities, and the typologically frequent isomorphic distribution of the two is just one possible outcome of the phonological computation. Second, I propose to employ a particular family of constraints requiring head-dependent asymmetries (Dresher and van der Hulst 1998) to account for the mismatch between the placement of foot heads and stress in Munster Irish. Overall, the paper is an argument for elaborate abstract structure as an explanatory factor in phonology, as opposed to relatively shallow, substance-based representations.
Munster Irish stress: the problem
In this paper I propose a new approach to the problem of stress placement in Munster Irish. It has long been known that the stress system in Munster (the region covering the southern and south-western parts of the island of Ireland) is different from the quantity-insensitive left-aligned stress of other varieties of Irish. Apart from being quantity-sensitive, Munster Irish stress presents an unusual directionality effect where the generally true left alignment of stress is disrupted if the word starts with two heavy syllables (an effect known as 'forward stress', or beimaistriú; see Ó Sé 1989) .
This system is analysed in the present paper as arising from the competing requirements of the alignment of foot heads and stress and the relative complexity of heads and dependents within feet, following on from work by Dresher and van der Hulst (1998) . I argue that repairing violations of constraints on head complexity requires a particular modification of the internal structure of syllables with long vowels, which I call weight-sacrificing recursion. This modification leads to these long-vowel syllables being treated as phonologically light, which correctly predicts that they should fail to attract stress. This approach allows us to account for the special behaviour of #HH sequences without recourse to non-local constraints (Buckley 2009). More generally, it also demonstrates the value of a more elaborate representational approach which does not conflate head status and stress.
The paper is organised as follows. In the remainder of this section I describe the stress system of one dialect of Munster Irish. In §2 I present an account of the pattern in terms of Optimality Theory. In §3 I compare the present approach to some previous analyses of the pattern and argue for its superiority. The conclusion is found in §4.
Sources of the data
This paper is concerned with the dialect of Corca Dhuibhne (sometimes anglicized as Corkaguiney), or Dingle peninsula in County Kerry (south-west Ireland). The dialect of Corca Dhuibhne belongs to the southern group of Irish dialects, collectively known as Munster Irish. It is this dialect, rather than 'Munster Irish' as a whole, that will be the subject of this study. This restriction reduces the possibility of heterogeneous data being used as if belonging to one variety. This particular dialect also possesses a number of printed descriptions of various provenance, which can corroborate each other and ensure consistency.
The principal source of information is the monograph by Ó Sé (2000) , as well as the later Ó Sé (2008) . There exist several vocabulary sources for this dialect, of which Ó hÓgain (1984) and Ó Luineacháin (1995) 1 provide data on stress. An older description of the Corca Dhuibhne dialect is Sjoestedt-Jonval 1 I have not been able to consult this publication; see Ó Sé (2008) for a short discussion of the stress data it provides. (1931) . Texts in the dialect collected in the 1930s can be found in Wagner and Mac Congáil (1983) . Among the more general descriptive sources dealing with Munster Irish stress the following must be mentioned: Loth (1913) , van Hamel (1926) , O'Rahilly (1936) , Blankenhorn (1981) , Ó Sé (1989) , Ó Sé (2008) , Hickey (2011) .
The transcriptions in this paper follow the sources, with two exceptions. I use the explicit stress mark even where stress falls on the initial syllable, contrary to the normal practice of the sources, and I use the IPA symbol [ j ] to denote palatalization, instead of the apostrophe or 'Celtic palatalization mark'. I do not amend the phonetic symbols, even if this means using an idealized transcription (e. g. Ó Sé 2000 notes that short mid vowels, which he writes [e o], are normally pronounced as low mid [E O]).
Stress placement
The most concise description of the basic stress pattern of Munster Irish is given by Ó Sé (2000) . I quote this in the author's own translation (Ó Sé 2008:p. 96 
):
Word stress falls on the second syllable if it is heavy, on the third syllable if it is heavy and the preceding syllables are light, and on the first syllable in all other cases.
Coda consonants in Corca Dhuibhne Irish are nonmoraic, as the example in (1) shows: stress falls on the initial syllable despite the second syllable being closed, and this cannot be due to extrametricality. 2 (1) glioscarnaigh ["gl j isk@rnIg j ] 'glistening'
In its simplest form the stress pattern of Corca Dhuibhne Irish can be summarized in three principles of varying generality:
• Stress falls no further away from the left edge than the third syllable;
• Stress falls on the leftmost stressable syllable;
• Stress is attracted to heavy syllables;
• A heavy initial is not stressed if immediately followed by another heavy syllable.
The following examples are all taken from Ó Sé (2000) and Ó hÓgain (1984) . There are fewer examples of four-syllable patterns because such words are rare in the language. 3 (2)ĹL carraig ["karIg j ] 'rock, boulder' These examples present the regular pattern of stress in Munster Irish. Crucially, these generalizations are live rules: stress placement is not consistent throughout paradigms, meaning that stress is not simply stored with lexical items. In particular, the attraction of stress to peninital heavy syllables can be illustrated as follows:
In the following subsection I briefly consider exceptions to the general stress rules. 4
'Exceptional weight'
There seems to be one important exception to the generalization that consonants do not contribute to weight. The sequence [ax] counts as a heavy syllable if the vowel forms the nucleus of a second syllable, even if these two segments may not otherwise be expected to be syllabified together:
However, this is not true in the case of the third syllable in a LLax sequence, or if there are genuine heavy syllables within the stress window. The following examples demonstrate this using the suffixes /-ax/ and /-axt/, which are realised with a schwa in unstressed position.
For reasons of space and focus, I do not pursue the matter of these particular exceptions in much detail. The important synchronic generalization is that in all words with a stressed short [a] in the second syllable the first syllable always contains the 'reduced' vowels Sé 2000: §30) . The reduced vowels are never stressed in the dialect, so once this is accounted for, no further comment is necessary: the relevant words stress the leftmost stressable light syllable, in line with the regular pattern; however, see §1.2.4 below for more discussion. Within this approach, we might still need to account for the distribution of the [@] vowel. Historically, it is due to pretonic vowel reduction which was contingent on the height of the vowel in the peninitial stressed syllable (Ó Sé 1984; 1989 , Hickey 2011 , but a synchronic account must remain for the future.
Exceptional stress
Not all words in Munster Irish follow the rules laid out above. Ó Sé (2000:p. 48 The first two types include lexical items which have non-initial stress in the majority of Irish dialects, even those with fixed initial stress. (For example, many of the same words are found with non-initial stress in the dialect of Iorras Aithneach, belonging to the Connacht dialect group and normally exhibiting initial stress; Ó Curnáin 2007.) At least the first of these has a clear phonological motivation: ordinary initial stress would require stressing [@] , which, as we saw in §1.2.1, is avoided.
Examples of exceptional initial stress (type 3) often contain the vowel [i:] in the final syllable, as in (25). This situation is quite frequent, since an /-i:/ suffix is used to form the plural in a subset of nouns, as in (26) Some of these exceptions can be explained historically: thus, the word for 'Devil' is historically quadrisyllabic, with the long vowel out of the stress window. This is confirmed by the obsolete spelling Airbhiseoir, which indicates the pronunciation ["ar j Iv j ISo:r j ].
Other examples of type (3) are less easily explained. One might question the relevance of borrowed forms such as aturnae and poiní. However, the fact that in aturnae stress fails to follow the English pattern and that the second vowel in poiní is long possibly indicates that many of these words are by now part of the native vocabulary. In the following section I provide an analysis of the facts.
Analysis
In this section I present an analysis of the stress pattern of Corca Dhuibhne Irish in terms of Optimality Theory. I propose that the prosodic hierarchy need not be enriched by an arbitrary additional level; rather, the pattern can be accounted for once we admit prosodic recursion into GEN and provide more explicit mechanisms for the computation of constraint violations. I also follow authors such as van de Weijer (1996) , van der Hulst (1998), Mellander (2003) , Smith (2004) , Rice (2007) , Teeple (2009 ), Bennett (2012 in encoding complexity requirements in CON. Specifically, I propose that the stress pattern of Corca Dhuibhne Irish is due to the impossibility of simultaneously satisfying the requirements of left alignment of heads and complexity asymmetries. The proposed account unifies the 'forward stress' with ternarity, but it is also relatively restrictive in that it does not introduce new levels of the prosodic hierarchy.
The gist of the analysis is as follows. Generally, the language stresses the leftmost stressable syllable within a three-syllable window, preferring a heavy syllable over a light one. However, two heavy syllables at the left edge of a word cannot form an optimal foot in Corca Dhuibhne Irish because the language prefers feet where the head is more complex than the dependent, ideally resulting in something like the Germanic foot of Dresher and Lahiri (1991) , or the unevenly mapped foot of Rice (1992) , or indeed the Irish foot of Gussmann (1997) . The resolution of the conflict is achieved via weight-sacrificing recursion, whereby the initial syllable becomes light for the purposes of phonological computation but preserves the bimoraic structure. In this situation, the leftmost stressable syllable is the peninitial one, which results in 'forward stress'. This captures Doherty's (1991) correct observation that HH. . . and LLH. . . are parsed similarly, but without the arbitrary and locality-violating ban on consecutive feet just in word-initial position.
In the next section I lay out the theoretical premises of the analysis, and then demonstrate how this approach can be applied to the relevant data.
Theoretical preliminaries
In this section I present the theoretical assumptions needed to derive the analysis that follows. Specifically, I argue for a logical and representational separation of foot structure and stress and then consider the nature of head-dependent asymmetries.
Headedness and stress
A common assumption in the literature is that stressed syllables are heads of some constituent (foot and/or word) (Halle and Vergnaud 1987, Hayes 1995) . However, the relationship between the heads of constituents and stresses is far from straightforward. We can identify at least three types of mismatches between the distribution of constituent heads and the distribution of stresses: 'unstressed heads', 'stressed non-heads' and 'boundary mismatches'. I suggest that we can make sense of these mismatches if we recognize that being the head of a constituent such as a foot and being stressed are two logically (and representationally) independent properties. Specifically, I propose to reserve the term 'head' for prosodic nodes which are the loci of complexity asymmetries, as argued by Dresher and van der Hulst (1998) , rather than as the location of metrical prominence (Halle and Vergnaud 1987) .
The simplest type of mismatch is that I call 'unstressed heads': this refers to languages which are best analysed as making use of some sort of constituent structure, but where not all heads of prosodic constituents bear what is described as 'rhythmical stress'. Perhaps most famously, this is found in Cairene Arabic, which Halle and Vergnaud (1987) , Hayes (1995) , inter alia, analyse as exhibiting iterative footing despite the lack of 'secondary stresses'. Similar cases are found in Kera (Pearce 2006) , where foot heads are important in processes such as tonal placement and vowel harmony even if they lack metrical prominence, and possibly in Latvian (Kariņš 1996 , Buckley 2009 ). More broadly, this category encompasses cases treated under the category of 'headless feet' (e. g. Krämer 2009 ), where 'headless' really means 'having an unstressed head' (see below for more discussion).
In the derivational literature, the lack of metrical prominence on heads has traditionally been accounted for by tier conflation. Under this analysis, some positions are indeed heads at the relevant point in the derivation, so that the correct rules may apply to them, but conflation removes the metrical prominence at a later level. However, parallel incarnations of OT are unable to reproduce these opaque effects, and -short of adopting a multi-level derivation -there is arguably no way out other than a representational solution, where the association of metrical prominence with constituent heads is just one possibility allowed by the computation. For analyses in this vein, see Crowhurst and Hewitt (1995) , Crowhurst (1996) . 6 I do not have much to say here about 'boundary mismatches': these are cases where the boundaries of constituents established on the basis of processes such as vowel harmony domains, size-based allomorphy or minimality restrictions do not match those needed to derive the placement of stresses; for more discussion of these, see Downing (2006) , Vaysman (2008) and cf. also Hyde (2001) .
The most interesting case is that of 'stressed non-heads', where some diagnostics clearly identify some constituents that do not bear surface stress as the loci of complexity asymmetries that are characteristic of the contrast between heads and non-heads. For instance, Kashaya (Buckley 2009) shows iambic lengthening (readily explainable as a branching asymmetry requiring that heads have more branches than dependents) despite the lack of 'secondary stress' (the lack of lengthening in word-final position is irrelevant here): (47) Pah(qo"la:)(mada:)(dadu) 'to get longer and longer'
Cases such as these shown that pronouncing feet without secondary stress to be 'headless' requires caution, since they might in fact show some head-like properties. By way of a final example, consider the case of Roman Italian (Garvin 1989 , Krämer 2009 ). This variety of Italian combines an active process of stress retraction, driven by a dispreference for clash, with raddoppiamento fonosintattico, a process whereby consonants following word-final stressed vowels are geminated. In contexts where both processes are applicable, stress retraction counterbleeds raddoppiamento, creating an opaque interaction:
["sa(ra g)"grande] 'will be big' c.
*[sa("ra g)"grande]
As analysed by Krämer (2009) , the foot shown in (48b) is 'headless' (since it bears no stress), and is only found in the surface representation because of an output-output correspondence constraint which demands its preservation to ensure the correspondence with the form in (48a). The raddoppiamento is an effect of a general FOOT BINARITY constraint and has nothing to do with head status. I would suggest that a simpler analysis is possible if we take the augmentation in the second syllable of [sa"ra] at face value, as a genuine marker of that syllable's status as a head (Smith 2002; , Bennett 2012 . If that syllable is a head even in ["sara g"grande], no appeal to output-output correspondence is necessary: it is simply the case that *CLASH outranks constraints which normally ensure that metrical prominence (however formalized) is associated only with heads. The retraction of the stress does not strip the final syllable of its head status: the interaction between stress placement and headedness is completely transparent, and it shows that 'stress' and 'head' are represented separately in the phonology. In the analysis that follows, I propose that Munster Irish is an entirely parallel example: the distributions of heads and stress are related, but not necessarily isomorphic, which results in stress falling on non-heads in certain well-defined circumstances.
More specifically, I assume that what is written as 'stress' in transcriptions of Munster Irish is a phonological feature that attaches to prosodic constituents rather than root nodes (for one exception from this analysis, see below p. 93). This feature is a unit of phonological analysis, and can be realized in a variety of ways in a given language, much as is assumed in substance-free feature theory (e. g. Morén 2007 , Blaho 2008 , Youssef 2010 . It is the substance-free counterpart of suprasegmental features that are more straightforwardly based on substance, such as lexical tones are often assumed to be. 7 This conceptualization of stress allows us to view the frequent alignment of stress and prosodic headship as a typological rather than representational fact, and to express analyses such as that sketched just above for Roman Italian and below for Munster Irish.
Weight-sacrificing recursion
In this section I discuss an approach to the definition of bimoraicity that will be crucial to accounting for the pattern of stress in Munster Irish. Specifically, I will argue that the definition of a 'bimoraic syllable' should require the syllable node to immediately dominate two morae, rather than simply contain two different moraic nodes.
The simplest description of a 'bimoraic' syllable is 'a syllable that contains two distinct morae'. (Here and below the symbol × refers to whatever the terminal node of suprasegmental structures are assumed to be, i. e. timing slots or melodic root nodes.) (49) Simple bimoraic syllable: long vowel
In principle, the definition of 'containment' here is ambiguous. At least the two following combinations present themselves:
• The tree includes a σ node which has two distinct µ daughters;
• There exists a string marked as a σ which includes two distinct µ strings.
The difference might appear purely academic. This is not so, however, if we allow recursion of prosodic constituents. Consider now the two representations in (50) and (51). (50) Syllable node recursion
Both representations are, in principle, formally legitimate in a representational theory which admits the possibility of recursion. For these representations, however, the two ways definitions of weight give different results. The second definition of a heavy syllable, which is sensitive to string containment, designates both (50) and (51) as heavy syllables, since both include a σ constituent parsing two instances of µ. On the first definition only (51) counts as heavy, since no σ has two µ daughters.
I propose is that the first method of weight computation is correct (for Corca Dhuibhne Irish), because it captures the distinction between two types of heavy syllables in a way the other approach fails to do. Specifically, the type of structure shown in (50) represents a syllable constituent which is not 'heavy' in the sense that is bimoraic under the relevant assumptions, but which still allows the presence of two distinct morae in the syllable, which is needed to express the difference between short and long vowels (with diphthongs in this language also falling into the latter category). I will argue that the weight-to-stress principle (WSP) in Corca Dhuibhne Irish is sensitive to bimoraicity as defined by immediate constituency, and that this accounts for the phenomenon of 'forward stress'. Specifically, recursion of the type shown in (50) is used to make a syllable 'light' in the relevant sense and thus avoid a violation of WSP, which is vacuously satisfied by light syllables.
In the analysis that follows I show that this motivation for recursion can usually be satisfied by only a few levels of recursive constituency. The existence of anti-recursion constraints in CON keeps the recursion in check. This is a crucial difference between recursion in OT-based phonology as envisaged here and the infinite recursion assumed for syntax: while it is often assumed that restrictions on recursion in syntax are related to performance factors rather than grammar, OT provides for the exclusion of certain structures with very deep recursion from the set of contenders, via harmonic bounding (Riggle 2004 ). 8
Accounting for the pattern
In this section I present an OT account of the pattern. The ranking is shown in Figure 1 .
I start the section by laying out the analysis of the most contentious part of the Munster Irish stress system, namely 'forward stress', i. e. the prosodification of word-initial HH sequences with stress on the second syllable. I propose the following constraints to account for the pattern: • Since I make use of recursion, I also adopt the X schema and in particular the notions of 'minimal' and 'maximal' projections (e. g. Levin 1985 , Smith 1999 , Itô and Mester 2007 , Elfner 2011 , i. e. instances of a particular sort that, respectively, dominate and are dominated by nodes of a different sort.
• As discussed above in §2.1.1, if stress is conceptualized as a feature, then *CLASH is merely a special case of the OCP A final constraint needed for the analysis is an extension of the proposal by Dresher and van der Hulst (1998) to recognize 'visibility' as a possible dimension of complexity. They suggest that one type of headdependent asymmetry involves heads having access to information about deeper levels of embedding than dependents. In their formulation, this asymmetry is expressed in terms of a possibility for heads to support greater 'visibility'; however, they do not consider a scenario where, in parallel to their proposals regarding branching complexity, a head requires visibility at deeper levels of embedding. I suggest that weightsacrificing recursion in Munster Irish is driven by a constraint which states that heads must dominate more levels of embedding than dependents. Under this scenario, the interaction of the constraint in (60) and constraints on the placement of heads determines the locus for weight-sacrificing recursion, and therefore for 'forward stress'.
(60) EMBEDDING COMPLEXITY/FT : given a maximal projection of a foot Ft , if a is the head of Ft and b is the dependent branch in Ft , then there are more levels of embedding between a and its deepest embedded dependent than between b and its deepest embedded dependent. 9
For reasons of focus, I do not discuss some additional representational issues. For instance, I silently assume that all (content) words must have at least one stress (this is often formalized as a CULMINATIVITY constraint). In addition, I do not consider some candidates which do not have a crucial bearing on either stress placement or the details of prosodic parsing. For instance, I assume that Corca Dhuibhne Irish disallows gratuitous skipping of levels: thus, a word cannot directly dominate a syllable.
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With the constraints in place, we now turn to the account of the pattern.
'Forward stress'
We begin with the account of the 'forward stress' pattern, whereby an initial heavy syllable fails to attract stress if and only if the next syllable is also heavy: that is, we account for the stress patterns in the forms HH, HHL, and HHH. Accounting for these patterns will motivate most of the unorthodox machinery proposed in this paper, while in §2.2.2 I show that this machinery is also able to account for patterns which do not require it.
Disyllabic forms In the case of HH forms, the winning candidate is that shown in (61). (Here, as elsewhere in the paper, I use squares to highlight heads of feet, circles to highlight heads of words, and the acute and grave accent to represent main and secondary stress respectively). The winner uses recursion of a syllable node to create a syllable that is bimoraic for the purposes of syllable-internal structure (i. e. vowel length or the representation of diphthongs) but monomoraic for the purposes of the weight-to-stress principle. First, we compare (61) to orthodox bipedal candidates consisting of two feet. I suggest that the latter are knocked out by a high-ranking BRANCHING COMPLEXITY/WORD, which requires that the head of a word node have more branches than the dependent but is vacuously satisfied if the word node does not branch. This is shown in (62). I also show the constraints *CLASH and WSP, which could, in this instance, play the same rôle as the BRCOMPL constraint; however, below I show that BRCOMPL/WD must also be ranked in the top stratum. Given this relatively high rank of RECURSION-σ , in the remainder of this paper I will not consider candidates which satisfy the requirement on embedding complexity by excessive recursion. To sum up, the 'forward stress' pattern in disyllabic words is due to the combined effect of WSP, which requires that bimoraic syllables should be stressed, and constraints on foot parsing, the placement of heads inside feet, and additional constraints on head-dependent asymmetries. Specifically, recursion is deployed to both fulfil the requirements regarding depth of embedding and (vacuously) satisfy WSP.
Tri-and quadrisyllabic forms The addition of more syllables does not disrupt the 'forward stress' pattern. The key constraint here is WORD FORM, which requires that the head foot should be aligned to the left edge within a word. Under these circumstances, all HH-initial words build an initial disyllabic foot of the form in (61) at the left edge, and thus consequently exhibit 'forward stress'. This is shown in (65) for HHL ([o:"gA:n@x] 'young man'). 11 11 I assume for the sake of the argument that the final light syllable is parsed into a degenerate foot. This is in any case irrelevant for stress placement in HHL forms. In general, I am not aware of stress data that shed light on the possibility of such feet in Corca Dhuibhne Irish. The language does allow words such as ["m j a] 'decay' or ["ri] 'running' (meath, rith) without imposing a minimum size requirement. However, this is not a decisive argument, since monopedal words are often a special case in terms of minimum foot size; for more discussion, see e. g. Downing (2006) , Blumenfeld (2011) . The assumption that word heads are aligned to the right is also borne out by the fact that main stress tends to precede secondary stress. The tableau in (65) also shows the importance of BRANCHING COMPLEXITY/WD. Recall that in (62) that constraint appeared superfluous, since it was redundant in the presence of WSP and *CLASH; in (65), however, neither of the latter two constraints can influence the distribution of prominence in (65), because the outcome hinges only on the constituent structure.
Another option for HHL forms involves the recursion of the Foot node. It performs as well as the winning candidate on complexity constraints, in particular since the recursion of the Foot node allows it to satisfy EMBCOMPL/FT without recourse to weight-sacrificing recursion in the head, simply by virtue of the extra layer of structure. Instead, weight-sacrificing recursion can be used in the dependent of the minimal foot projection to save a WSP violation (recall that WSP dominates *RECURSION-σ ) in the second syllable, improving on PEAK LEFT. This shows that *RECURSION-Ft must dominate PEAK LEFT, as shown in (66). The parsing of HHH words shows that weight-sacrificing recursion can be used not only to satisfy embedding complexity requirements, as in the case of [HH] feet, but also to satisfy other constraints (in this instance, *CLASH). This shows that the ranking in (62) is the correct one, even if it appears redundant: both BRCOMPL/WD on the one hand and *CLASH and WSP on the other hand must dominate *RECURSION-σ to derive the correct pattern. In this section I have shown that the ranking in §1 accounts for the deviant 'forward stress' pattern. In this account, 'forward stress' is derived from the interaction of constraints on the placement of heads and headdependent asymmetries rather than from any device singling out word-initial sequences of HH syllables. In the next section I will demonstrate that the ranking also covers the less typologically unusual patterns of stress in the language and that, perhaps more importantly, the devices used in accounting for 'forward stress' are independently needed to derive the rest of the stress patterns.
Quantity-sensitive stress
Recall that apart from the 'forward stress' contexts Corca Dhuibhne Irish stress shows a rather common pattern: stress falls on the leftmost stressable syllable within a three-syllable window, where 'stressable' is understood to mean a syllable with a non-schwa vowel, with stress on heavy syllables (those containing long vowels and diphthongs) being preferred to stress on light syllables. In this section I demonstrate that the present proposal, which does not rely on any mora-counting devices, is superior to a more traditional approach with moraic feet, for two reasons:
• It captures the fact that quadrimoraic structures exhibit differing behaviour: HH patterns with LLH but not with LLLL;
• It provides a straightforward account for the existence of a three-syllable window.
The phenomenon of 'forward stress' in Corca Dhuibhne Irish hinges on the fact that a sequence of two light syllables is not prosodically equivalent to a heavy syllable. I propose that footing in Corca Dhuibhne Irish is syllabic rather than moraic, and start with accounting for the difference between the quadrimoraic sequences LLLL and LLH.
In the case of the LLLL sequences (["ar@m@k@x] 'tender'), I propose that that the correct parse is that with a ternary foot at the left edge of the word. I follow authors such as Rice (1992; in viewing this phenomenon as a consequence of constraints requiring a head constituent to branch: the head of a foot must be more have more branches than its dependent, so another foot is built as the head. I suggest that in this case the ternarity is motivated by the constraint BRCOMPL/WD, because the classic iterative parse cannot satisfy this constraint. Note that in the analysis of cases such as this one where stress may fall on light syllables with recursion I only consider candidates that use mora recursion. This is because of the ranking of *RECURSION-σ over *RECURSION-µ, the arguments for which are discussed below. In all of these cases, the issue at stake is only prosodic structure: in the absence of heavy syllables, which could potentially trigger WSP violations, stress will always drift to the left because of PEAKLEFT. I assume that there are no active constraints to enforce secondary stress on light syllables, such as rhythm-optimizing constraints à la Kager (2000), Alber (2005) . Nevertheless, the rankings seen so far set the scene for an analysis of the three-syllable window as a ternary foot with a branching head. A final remark is in order on words that consist of light syllables only. I assume that *RECURSION-Ft is ranked sufficiently high to deter runaway recursion and the parsing of all light syllables into a single foot; I do not show the tableaux to save space. This constraint is minimally violated to ensure that the branchingness requirement for word heads is met, and parses with a recursive foot are also a relatively 'cheap' way to satisfy embedding complexity requirements on maximal projections of feet. Further recursion does not provide interesting optimizations, so it is dispreferred. 12 The ternary foot parse also emerges in the derivation of the three-syllable window, which is seen most clearly in LLLH forms, where the heavy syllable outside the window fails to attract main stress: ["im j Il j @kA:n] 'navel'. In this case, a bipedal [LLL] [H] parse is optimal in terms of complexity requirements, and since it is the leftmost foot in the word that is the head, main stress falls on the initial syllable to optimize PEAKLEFT, while the heavy syllable receives secondary stress, saving a WSP violation. The constraint PEAKLEFT still has a rôle to play, since it enforces the appearance of stress in the initial foot, while the secondary stress on the final syllable is a way of satisfying WSP. 'buyer') are somewhat similar to those exhibiting 'forward stress': they also involve a mismatch between head status and stress: in this case, stress falls on the non-head foot of the word. These words also show the effect of the inactivity of constraints enforcing iterative parsing or rhythm optimization: stress on the heavy syllable satisfies WSP, and PEAK LEFT is ranked too low to enforce any stress on the preceding light syllables. Specifically, recursion of the syllable node cannot be used to ensure better stress alignment under coercion from WSP In this respect, the contrast betweenĹLLH and LLH is crucial. In the former, satisfying complexity constraints requires relatively large amounts of recursion (of both feet and syllables), and the placement of stress is decided by PEAK LEFT by emergence of the unmarked. In the latter, fewer violations of anti-recursion constraints are completely unavoidable, meaning that these constraints decide the outcome without referring to peak placement. An issue with this analysis of LLH forms is the fact that, as described by Ó Sé (2000) , the initial syllable in these forms can bear 'secondary stress' ([k j an@"ho:r j ]). This is incompatible with the main thrust of the present analysis, which assumes that the head foot is left-aligned in the word. Therefore, in the presence of multiple stresses, the leftmost one should be the main stress. However, I suggest there are reasons to doubt that the 'secondary stress' described by Ó Sé (2000) inLLH forms is the same phonological object as other secondary stresses in the language. In other words, I suggest that assigning secondary stress to initial syllables in LLH forms could be a misanalysis. First,LLH is the only type of word where secondary stress precedes main stress: otherwise, the picture is entirely compatible with the present analysis based on consistent left alignment of heads. Second, it is the only instance of secondary stress that appears to have a top-down, presumably rhythmical, motivation rather than a bottom-up rationale driven by syllable structure (i. e. WSP): all other secondary stresses in the language fall on heavy syllables, and secondary stress appears not to optimize rhythm (for instance, there is no rhythm optimization inĹLLL forms). Third, as noted by Bennett (2012) , descriptions of 'secondary stress' inLLH forms might refer not so much to actual prominence peaks as to the fact that the initial syllable in such words appears to resist the reduction of unstressed vowels to [@] or [I] . In the present analysis, this lack of reduction is easily compatible with the 'unstressed head' status of the initial syllable, which does head the foot and therefore shows head-like behaviour, triggering a positional faithfulness effect. However, this does not mean that it bears the 'stress' feature. If this analysis is on the right track, it further confirms the necessity of distinguishing between 'foot heads' and 'stressed syllables', as argued in this paper.
Finally, I suggest, however tentatively, that the first syllable in LLH words might bear phonetic prominence which is due not to the presence of a 'stress' feature but to prosodic boundary marking (cf. Gordon 2000) . In other words, this initial prominence (whatever its ontological status) is driven by the postlexical phonology, and need not be accounted for by the word-level phonology that I am concerned with in this paper. Some circumstantial evidence for the postlexical affiliation of this initial prominence can, I suggest, be found in the similarity noted by Ó Sé (2000) between the prosodic pattern of LLH words such as [k j an@"ho:r j ] 'buyer' and postlexical trisyllabic sequences with final stress such as [kal j i:n j "o:g] 'young girl'. (Recall also that the placement of 'secondary stress' in non-phrase-final words is also different from regular stress placement, which suggests the two types of 'stress' are governed by different rules.) Nevertheless, it is clear that the matter deserves further empirical enquiry.
In the case of HLL, stress is correctly predicted to fall on the initial syllable by PEAK LEFT. The best way to satisfy the requirements of EMBCOMPL/FT in this case is by phonetically vacuous recursion of a mora (e. g. Hayes 1995 , Kariņš 1996 , since *RECURSION-µ is ranked the lowest of all the recursion constraints, and in this case the mora recursion does not lead to WSP violations. The crucial difference between cases such as those with 'forward stress', which use syllable recursion, and cases such as those in (75), where mora recursion comes to the fore, is the rôle of WSP. Although in principle recursion of morae is preferred to the recursion of syllables, the latter has the advantage of being able to enforce the sacrifice of weight, as discussed in §2.1.2. Therefore, the ranking of *RECURSION-σ over *RECURSION-Ft becomes apparent only in emergence-of-the-unmarked situations when WSP does not make a significant difference to the outcome. The analysis of HLHL words, which are stressed similarly (["u:d@rA:S@x] 'authoritative'), involves a very similar representation. I assume that it involves a bipedal parse [HL] [HL], with foot recursion in the dependent branch to satisfy branching complexity requirements for words. The rest of the structure is explained by the ranking in (75), so I do not show it here. An advantage of this analysis is that the foot recursion in the dependent foot frees the third syllable in HLHL and HLHH words (the analysis of the latter is not shown here for brevity) from the necessity to use recursion under duress from embedding complexity requirements. In these conditions, the second foot in HLHH is not compelled to use weight-sacrificing recursion in the head, i. e. first, syllable. Consequently, PEAKLEFT compels the placement of (secondary) stress on the initial syllable of a foot in [HL] [HH] foot forms, unlike word-initial [HH] feet where the embedding complexity requirements enforce a different foot-internal structure. This approach has the advantage of deriving the difference between initial and non-initial [HH] feet as an effect of global top-down conditions (i. e. complexity asymmetries). This feature distinguishes the present analysis from previous approaches to the pattern, which have relied either on what are essentially stipulations singling out initial HH structures or on local optimizations of foot structure, which are unable to derive the distinction between what would appear to be identical structures (see §3 for more discussion of previous approaches).
The last pattern discussed in detail in this paper is LHH ([b j I"hu:nti:xt] 'villainy'). Constraints on head alignment and complexity asymmetries enforce a bipedal parse ([LH] [H]), with another instance of an unstressed head enforced by WSP. This concludes the analysis of the principal facts of stress placement in Corca Dhuibhne Irish. To summarize, the proposed account makes extensive use of elaborate phonological structure to derive the facts almost exclusively from top-down global conditions. Specifically, stress placement is driven by the interaction of constraints on prosodic constituency and a relatively simple PEAK LEFT constraint that simply enforces leftmost stress.
Analysis of exceptional stress
In this section I briefly discuss the analysis of 'exceptional' stress patterns discussed in §1.2.2. In most cases, the availability of 'stress' as a feature makes it relatively easy to analyse exceptional stress as a consequence of the presence of that 'stress feature' in the underlying representation, coming from the lexicon. This concerns cases such as ["p j andi:] 'pandy', ["lounA:n] 'bladder', and [r j e:"sak] 'undertow'. This is especially clear in the case of exceptionally stressed morphemes such as the 'theme vowels'. Another type of exceptional stress concerns the avoidance of stressing long vowels in the case of certain suffixes, such as ["tA:m j i:d j ] 'we are'. The inertness of these suffixes for stress assignment is relatively straightforward to explain if we assume they are clitics, adjoining prosodic words where the assignment of stress is insensitive to the presence of such clitics; cf. the Italian 3pl suffix -no, which patterns with clitics in being parsed outside the stress domain. This also has diachronic support, as the relevant suffixes are in fact previously independent personal pronouns that were merged with the verb forms at a relatively late date (e. g. Breatnach 1995) .
The avoidance of stressing Sé 1984; , stress in forms such as [b@"kax@] 'beggars' is due not to the special status of [a(x)], but to the fact that the preceding vowel is unstressable (for alternative accounts, see Green 1997 , Bennett 2012 . One advantage of this approach is that it readily explains the fact that only second-syllable [a(x)] sequences demonstrate this aberrant behaviour: since, for historical reasons, there are no /(C)@(C)@(C)ax/ words, the third-syllable [a] will never be the leftmost stressable vowel and is free to reduce. 13 In the next section I compare the present analysis to some previous approaches.
Previous approaches
Within the theoretical tradition, the problem of forward stress was mentioned by Ó Siadhail and Wigger (1975) , an early generative treatment of Irish phonology. However, no detailed theoretical treatment was proposed in that work or in the later Ó Siadhail (1989) . The first systematic (descriptive) study of stress in Irish dialects, apart from the venerable O'Rahilly (1936 ), is Ó Sé (1989 . A rule-based account was proposed by Doherty (1991) . Afterwards, Edmund Gussmann in an influential paper (published as Gussmann 1997 but circulated much earlier) claimed to have discovered inadequacies in the picture of Munster Irish stress given by authors such as Ó Sé (1989) . Rowicka (1996) reinterpreted these data in terms of Optimality Theory, and Green (1996) also follows Gussmann's (1997) version of the data. In the final version of his dissertation, Green (1997) is more cautious with respect to the data, but retains the main features of the analysis.
Both Gussmann (1997) and Rowicka (1996) present a picture of the data that is different from the one given by Ó Sé (2000) and followed in this paper. Their claims are evaluated by Ó Sé (2008) , who argues that they do not hold for the 'conservative' variety that he describes. I will follow Ó Sé (1989) , Ó Sé (2008) in accepting the received view of stress patterns in Irish. Doherty (1991) proposes a rule-based account which is based on the idea that the stress system of Munster Irish is built around moraic trochees which are only projected by bimoraic syllables, in addition to an obligatory initial foot. Further, initial feet are made extrametrical by a special rule if they are structurally adjacent to another foot. Thus, in HH words both syllables project feet ([H] [H]), whereafter the first foot is rendered extrametrical due to adjacency. By contrast, in LLLL forms only the initial foot is required, thus giving [LL]LL and initial stress.
Early approaches
The account by Doherty (1991) is rather simple and makes some compelling generalizations, in particular with respect to the parallel between HH and LLH forms, where in both cases an initial foot is rendered extrametrical by virtue of adjacency to another foot. However, at its core is the assumption that two adjacent feet are impossible only when the first of them is word-initial. When translated into an OT metalanguage, the stipulative nature of this prohibition becomes apparent: it can be formalized as a constraint along the lines of *#[] Ft [] Ft , but this formulation shows that the prohibition does almost no other work except enforcing 'forward stress', which puts the explanatory adequacy of the approach into serious doubt. In this respect, the present analysis has an important advantage, discussed above, whereby the difference between two types of consecutive heavy syllables is derived from the interaction of independently attested mechanisms.
A second concern with Doherty's (1991) approach is that the putative *#[] Ft [] Ft constraint clearly violates the locality criterion, since it mentions three different objects. For more discussion of this sort of locality, I refer to Buckley (2009) , who makes a persuasive case for adhering to strictly local interaction in the formulation of constraints. Gussmann (1997) uses a set of informal constraints, requiring where possible that the output contain a canonical HL foot, with H being the head (for similar approaches, see cf. Dresher and Lahiri 1991 , Rice 1992 , van der Hulst and Klamer 1996 , Mellander 2003 , without committing to a particular theoretical framework. In the next section I consider the work of Rowicka (1996) , who essentially translates Gussmann's (1997) account into Optimality Theory, and thus shares its empirical and formal difficulties, but is also much more explicit.
3.2. Rowicka (1996) : an OT approach Rowicka (1996) proposes that the basis for stress is the ternary foot, in which respect her analysis is quite similar to the one espoused here. In her approach, a foot can have three types of structures: a binary head with no dependent, a binary foot with a non-branching head, and a ternary one with a binary head and a non-branching complement.
The respective foot types are proposed to derive from the ranking of the constraints FTBIN ('foot nodes are branching') and HEADBIN, ('head nodes within the foot are branching'; cf. Bennett 2012), as well as SYLLABLE INTEGRITY (which prohibits a constituent boundary between tautosyllabic moras) and the Weight-to-Stress principle, in the formulation of which she follows Prince and Smolensky (1993:56) : 'Heavy syllables are prominent in foot structure and on the grid'.
As presented, a serious problem with the approach by Rowicka (1996) is the lack of an explicit theory of constituents below the foot level. By introducing the constraint HEADBIN, she effectively treats 'foot head' as an individual sort of constituent in the prosodic hierarchy. This is crucially distinct from a X -based approaches, where the property of being a 'foot head' comes in addition to belonging to a sort of prosodic constituents (i. e. a foot or a syllable). Consequently, it remains unclear whether constraints that refer to 'feet' or 'syllables' should also apply to these 'foot heads'. For instance, Rowicka's (1996) constraint system includes only constraints that encourage the branching of both 'feet' and 'heads', but no constraint which puts an upper bound on the number of elements contained in either of these, with the result that it is not at all obvious how a binary foot can ever be optimal in her system (with the exception of the situations that she considers, where there is not enough material for a ternary foot).
Thus, Rowicka (1996) effectively introduces an additional level of the prosodic hierarchy. In fact, given that she assumes the existence of [(σσ)] 'feet', it would appear that Rowicka's (1996) 'foot head' roughly corresponds to the traditional foot, and 'foot' is another sort of constituent between the foot and the word (see the next section for more discussion). Doherty (1991) , Gussmann (1997) , and Rowicka (1996) all seek to discourage the first syllable in a sequence of two heavy ones from being stressed. However, having ruled out this configuration, they part ways because of their different approach to the data. Doherty (1991) sets up a system where stress falls on the leftmost stressable syllable; this is the approach taken by traditional descriptions and followed in this paper. Gussmann (1997) and Rowicka (1996) , on the other hand, assume that stress tends to the right by default: thus HLHL words, according to them consist of two identical HL feet, and the words is headed by the one on the right. The latter approach is inconsistent with the kind of data treated here, as discussed by Ó Sé (2008) . Apart from the issues identified by Ó Sé (2008) , I note that the right-headed approach makes the largely incorrect prediction that in the case of two or more stresses in a word main stress should follow secondary stress, which, as discussed above, is precisely the opposite of the situation in Corca Dhuibhne Irish. I conclude, therefore, that the analysis of Rowicka (1996) is fraught with both empirical and conceptual difficulties.
3.3. Green (1997) : a rich prosodic hierarchy Green (1996; ) sets out to demonstrate the usefulness of the colon (cf. Hammond 1987 , Hayes 1995 in accounting for the stress pattern of Munster Irish. The colon is a level of the prosodic hierarchy between the foot and the word, and according to Green (1997:p. 102) cola are binary over feet and syllables: they can consist of two feet or a foot and an unfooted syllable. Green (1997) also follows all previous works in assuming moraic footing for Munster Irish.
It is immediately obvious that cola are an effective way of getting the three-syllable window. It is also clear that Green's (1997) colon is very much akin to Gussmann's (1997) and Rowicka's (1996) 'Irish foot' (or the 'Germanic foot' of Dresher and Lahiri 1991), as it basically consists of a bimoraic constituent (the erstwhile foot head, now reinvented as the foot) and a 'trailing' part.
The main use of the colon is to make sure that the second syllable in an initial HH sequence is stressed: Green (1997) proposes that Munster Irish builds right-headed left-aligned cola if possible, which gives the correct result in cases such as HH and LLH.
Empirically, the 'right-headed' approach of both Green (1997) and Rowicka (1996) is hard to reconcile with the fact that in the unmarked case when all syllables are light stress tends to the left. This is particularly relevant for LLLL forms, which have enough material to build two feet: if feet are parsed into a right-headed prosodic constituent, this should make the second of these feet the head. Green (1997:128) claims that LLL words have the structure in (78).
(78) Structure of LLLL words (reproduced from Green 1997)
In fact, however, he does not demonstrate a tableau for this derivation. Green (1997) uses the following constraints:
• COLBIN: 'cola are binary'
• COLONFORM-RIGHT: 'cola are right-headed'
• ALL-κ -LEFT: 'the left edge of every colon is aligned with the left edge of the word'
• PARSEFT: 'parse feet into cola'
In (79) I apply the ranking proposed by Green (1997) to LLLL forms. I follow Green (1997) in using (round brackets) for feet, {braces} for cola and [square brackets] for prosodic words. I also use the word ["ar@m@k@x] 'tender' as an example instead of Green's (1997) ["foh@r@g@] 'bathe', since I have also not been able to find this particular form in the sources for Corca Dhuibhne.
(79)
Tableau for LLLL forms according to Green (1997) 
As the tableau shows, the factual winner is harmonically bounded by at least two other candidates. These candidates could have been defeated by a high ranking of ALLFEETLEFT, which bans feet in positions other than the right edge. However, the existence of non-initial feet is crucial for Green (1997) , as this is what ensures the correct result in the case of 'forward stress'.
(80) Tableau for HH words according to Green (1997) 
Under a traditional approach, the footing of non-initial heavy -but not light -syllables can be ensured by ranking WEIGHT-TO-STRESS above ALLFEETLEFT. However, I have suggested above that WEIGHT-TO-STRESS must properly refer not to footing (i. e. hierarchical structure).
This objection is clearly internal to the theory. The real problem with the colon-based approach is the lack of clarity regarding the rôle of the colon in the overall prosodic structure of the word and of the representational possibilities for colon-internal structure. For instance, as alluded to above, any theory which assumes that heads in Munster Irish are aligned to the right has to deal with the fact that main stresses always precede secondary stresses, as in HLHL forms such as ["u:d@rA:S@x] 'authoritative'. For Green (1997) , there is no stress on the second heavy syllable in such forms: it projects a foot, but that foot is not part of a colon, because of the high ranking of ALL-κ -LEFT. The tableau in (81) is reproduced from Green (1997:p. 129 ) (using a different word).
(81)
The analysis of HLHL according to Green (1997) / Similarly, the second heavy syllable in ["u:d@rA:s] 'authority' is said to be unstressed because it 'falls outside the colon, [and] is not eligible to become the head syllable of a word ' (p. 127) . At this point, the lack of a representational distinction between stress and footing makes it quite difficult to evaluate the proposal. For instance, as (81) shows, the second heavy syllable involves a violation of WSP even though it is in fact footed: it is not clear whether the foot is intended to be 'headless' (not to mention the fact that the syllable is in fact stressed in these words). 14 Green (1997) appears to assume that a constituent at level n can only be headed by a constituent of level n − 1. That is, the head syllable of a word must be inside a colon, and similarly a light syllable cannot be the head of a colon in the presence of a foot, even if that leads to misalignment, as in the case of HLL words, which build a left-headed colon. The precise rationale for this assumption is not entirely clear.
Another issue is the rôle of the syllable in colon parsing. Since Munster Irish is a quantity-sensitive language, Green (1997) assumes feet are built over morae (leaving aside the question of how exactly this algorithm 'bypasses' the syllable). However, the weak element of the colon is stipulated to be at least as small as a syllable, with no rationale given.
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The main issue for any traditional approach to Munster Irish stress is distinguishing between the different quadrimoraic structures: LLLL and HLL behave similarly with stress at the left edge, while HH, LLH, and LHL all stress the first heavy syllable from the right edge. Green (1997) resolves this conundrum by producing a ranking whereby the only non-initial feet are those that are projected by heavy syllables, and then imposing the single-colon structure on the resulting parse. In the final reckoning, this is essentially the same approach as that employed by Doherty (1991) : only heavy syllables are footed, and a non-initial heavy syllable within four morae of the left edge shows special behaviour. Although Green's (1997) approach is less brute-force, it still relies on introducing an ad hoc level of the prosodic hierarchy, the relationship of which to other levels remains unclear.
In contrast, the present approach does not rely on any stipulations regarding initial quadrimoraic sequences. All foot parsing is driven by the same global principles that make no exceptions for the left edge, and stress is simply leftmost within the resulting structure, modulo WSP and *CLASH. In the final reckoning, the constituents used in the analysis, containing up to four morae, are somewhat reminiscent of the ternary structures of Gussmann (1997) and Rowicka (1996) and of Green's (1997) cola, but their ontology is much clearer: they are feet, and even when they are singled out by a constraint (as in the case of maximal projections), they do not cease being feet. I would suggest, therefore, that the present analysis has a number of both conceptual and empirical advantages over previous accounts of Munster Irish stress.
Conclusion
In this paper I have proposed an approach to the problem of stress in a variety of Munster Irish, and I have argued that the correct analysis rests on two pillars, both of which ultimately have to do with the existence of elaborate phonological representations.
First, I have argued that there is a representational distinction between the notions of being a 'head' of a prosodic constituent and of bearing 'stress'. The status of a prosodic node as a head is expressed by it being able to be the locus of head-dependent asymmetries, as argued by authors such as van de Weijer (1996) , Dresher and van der Hulst (1998) , Rice (2007) and others, whereas 'stress' is a feature that may or may not be associated exclusively with heads by the phonological computation. This approach presents a principled interpretation of notions such as 'tier conflation' and 'headless feet' in frameworks with 'shallow' phonological computations such as parallel Optimality Theory.
Second, I have proposed that the analysis and derivation of Corca Dhuibhne Irish requires the learner to recover a significant amount of what is essentially phonetically vacuous structure, including the notions of recursive constituents, the X schema, and elaborate constituent structure. At the very least, the analysis can be taken as an argument for constituent rather than flat structure (Kenstowicz 1993). More seriously, this approach asserts the autonomy of phonological representations: inasmuch as they cannot be recovered from the phonetics, the learner has to weigh up various representational to arrive at a grammar that is consistent with the ambient data. Although this can be viewed as a 'problem' in terms of learnability (since the learner has to recover significant amounts of 'hidden' structure), I would suggest that this is rather an argument for the hypothesis that an autonomous phonological component with a domain-specific representational alphabet is a necessary component of a theory of grammar.
